
PALAMOS, SPANIA  

 
Best of Girona  
 

A scenic one-hour drive west from Palamos brings you to the beautiful town of Girona, known 
as the Immortal City. Girona is rich in historic treasures and is one of the most interesting 
monumental cities in Spain. First you’ll stop at the El Call area, one of the best-preserved 
Jewish Quarters in Europe—continuously inhabited for almost seven centuries. At the very 
hea...  
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Approximately 4 hours  

   

 
Costa Brava Ancient Past  
 

Visit Empuries—a Roman city dating from 550 BC, whose name originates from emporion—
meaning marketplace or commercial center. This name correctly describes the purpose of the 
site, for the city was favorably situated at the delta (at that time) of the River Fluvia and at the 
crossing of several trade routes. Such a strategic place also offered protection to the trading...  
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Approximately 4 hours  

   

 
Private Car - Full Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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http://www.seabourn.com/my-Seabourn/Login.action?returnURL=%2Fluxury-cruise-destinations%2FShore-ExcursionsAddFavoriteExcursionList.action%3FdestCode%3DEM%26amp%3BportCode%3DPL1%26amp%3BexcursionCodeFromList%3D10040798
http://www.seabourn.com/main/ShorexEmail.action?emailType=SHOREEXCURSION&portCode=PL1&excursionCode=10040798


 

Approximately 8 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES below  

   

 
Private Car - Half Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 4 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES below  

   

 
Private Minibus - Full Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 8 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES below.  

   

 
Private Minibus - Half Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
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your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 4 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES below.  

   

 
Private Minivan - Full Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 8 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES below  

   

 
Private Minivan - Half Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 4 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES below  

   

 
Salvador Dali's Castle  
 

http://www.seabourn.com/luxury-cruise-destinations/ExcursionDetails.action?excursionCode=10044714&portCode=PL1&destCode=EM&requestSource=shoreExcursions
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Salvador Dalí is best known for the striking and bizarre images of his surrealist work. His Castle 
Museum is located in Pubol and was officially the residence of the artist's wife, Gala. The three-
story structure was built in the 14th century, during a period of significant affluence 
experienced by the Pubol Barony. Dalí bought the castle in 1970 to fulf...  
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Approximately 3½ hours  
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